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Summary 

This deliverable covers the development in the area of speech data mining since the introductory               
deliverable D4.1 (Month 10). The first part of the report deals specifically with the Automatic speech                
recognition (ASR) work performed on Contact Center (CC) data where the systems already made it to                
the project’s smallBison demonstrator or are prepared to be integrated. For many languages, Bison is               
not the only source of data and training corpora consist of a mixture of commercially available data,                 
Bison data, and data from non-Bison partners of participating companies. In the second part, we               
outline the advances done in speech data mining research (transcription, speaker and language             
recognition) with special regard to Bison setup - i.e. unavailability of big amounts of transcribed data                
for target languages. A lot of this work is running concurrently with other projects (such as IARPA                 
Babel), work in international research workshops and international evaluations, where Bison partners            
are either participants, or (as in Zero-Cost challenge) also the organizers.  
 
This 2nd version of D4.2 was updated according to the comments from the 2nd project EC review                 
meeting held in February 2017 in Luxembourg, and is submitted as part of the final package of                 
deliverables in January 2018.  
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Glossary 

ANN Artificial Neural Network 
AMI Augmented Multi-Modal Interaction (EU Project) 
API Application Programming Interface 
ASR Automatic speech recognition 
AUD Acoustic Unit Discovery 
BN Bottle-Neck (features, feature extraction) 
BAS Bavarian Speech Archive 
BS-CORE Brno Speech Core (software) 
BUT Brno University of Technology (BISON project partner) 
BLASTM Bi-directional Long-Short Term Memory (Recurrent Neural Network) 
CC Contact center 
CMLLR Constrained maximum likelihood linear regression 
CMU Carnegie Mellon University 
COMDATA ComCzech a.s. (BISON project partner) 
DARPA Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 
DNN Deep neural network 
DP Dirichlet Process 
EBOS EBOS Luxembourg S.A. (BISON project partner) 
EER Equal error rate 
ELRA European Language Resources Association  
G2P Grapheme to phoneme (conversion) 
GMM Gaussian mixture model 
HMM Hidden Markov model 
IARPA (U.S.) Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity 
ICASSP International Conference on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing 
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers 
IPA International Phonetic Alphabet 
ISCA International Speech Communication Association 
JHU Johns Hopkins University 
KWS Keyword spotting 
LDC Linguistic Data Consortium 
LFCC Linear Frequency Cepstral Coefficients 
LM Language Model 
LPCC Linear Prediction Cepstral Coefficients 
LRE Language recognition Evaluation 
LSTM Long-Short Term Memory (Recurrent Neural Network) 
MFCC Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients 
MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
MIT-LL MIT Lincoln Lab 
ML Maximum likelihood  
MoD Ministry of Defence 
MoI Ministry of Interior 
MYF MyForce NV (BISON project partner) 
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NDA Nearest Neighbor Discriminant Analysis 
NIST (U.S.) National Institute of Standards and Technology 
NN (Artificial) neural network 
PHO Phonexia s.r.o. (BISON project coordinator) 
PLDA Probabilistic linear discriminant analysis 
PLP Perceptual Linear Prediction (coefficients) 
RNN Recurrent Neural Network  
RDT Region-dependent transform  
SAMPA Speech Assessment Methods Phonetic Alphabet 
SAT Speaker adaptive training  
SBN Stacked Bottle-Neck 
SGD Stochastic Gradient Descent 
SGMM Sub-space Gaussian Mixture Model 
SITW Speakers in the Wild (evaluation)  
SRE Speaker recognition Evaluation 
SSNN Sequence Summarizing Neural Network 
STT Speech to Text (Transcription) 
TDNN Time Delay Neural Network 
TEF Telefónica (generally) 
TID Telefónica Investigación y Desarrollo S.A. (BISON project partner) 
TME Telefónica Móviles S.A. (BISON project partner) 
TTS Text to Speech (Synthesis) 
UBM Universal background model 
UPC Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya 
VAD Voice activity detector  
WER Word Error Rate 
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1. Introduction 

D4.2 is a report documenting the advances done within the BISON project since the first WP4                
deliverable D4.1 “Initial speech mining technologies” submitted in M10 of the project. As D4.1 is               
public, this D4.2 does not repeat the basics and concentrates only at the work performed in the project                  
since D4.1 delivery (October 2015).  
 
D4.2 is divided into two main parts: Chapter 2 presents the development of BISON ASR systems that                 
are in a pre-production mode and have been or are being integrated with the smallBison architecture                
to be tested in real contact center (CC) environment. This chapter covers the architecture of the                
system, and then concentrates on individual languages, describes the data used (both Bison and              
non-Bison) for their training and results obtained on Bison CC data.  
 
Chapter 3 presents the achievements in research and covers activities done in automatic speech              
recognition (ASR), and speaker and language identification. It contains a high-level information, the             
respective details are in the publications of BISON research partners (BUT and TID) that are cited                
wherever appropriate and are publicly available from the BISON website, from partner’s publication             
web pages as well as from standard publication services such as Google Scholar , IEEE Xplore and                1 2 3

ISCA Archive .  4

 
This D4.2 is tightly linked to concurrently submitted public deliverable D5.2 describing access to              
speech technologies from more technology oriented perspective - via APIs and database structures.             
D5.2 is available from BISON website, too.  
 
 
  

1 http://speech.fit.vutbr.cz/publications, http://www.tid.es/research/publications  
2 https://scholar.google.com/  
3 http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/Xplore/home.jsp  
4 http://www.isca-speech.org/iscaweb/index.php/online-archive  
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2. BISON ASR systems 

This chapter covers the ASR systems prepared by PHO (some of them in cooperation with BUT) that                 
are ready for integration (by MYF) in the smallBison demonstrator as well as Spanish system               
prepared by TID. Note that this current section reports on the current results, while for most language,                 
work is in progress both in data collection, pre-processing (cleaning, gathering public one) and ASR               
system tuning.  

2.1. Architectures and training 

The ASR system integrated in smallBison was built by PHO and is based on the building blocks                 
described in D4.1. It is implemented using the BS-CORE fully documented “block-set” architecture .             5

Appendix A presents the overall scheme of the recognizer as generated from the actual configuration               
file. The recognizer works in two passes, the first one generates approximate transcription for              
estimation of the adaptation statistics, the second pass produces the actual recognition output.  
 
The Spanish system, developed at TID, shares the main features with the prototype introduced for               
Luxembourgish in Section 2.2.2. The differences are highlighted in the corresponding following            
sections.  
 
All CC data used in the training (from EBOS and COMDATA) were audited for the presence of                 
personal data at the respective Contact Centers; such personal data was deleted and the training and                
test sets used here do not contain any personal data.  
 
All CC data used in the training data from TME was labelled and anonymised by TME (as outlined in                   
Deliverable 4.1, Section 2.4.2), therefore no personal data is handled by the TID’s ASR neither in                
training nor in testing stages.  
 

2.2. UK English 

PHO had a U.S. English system available, but Bison, as well as other commercial customers,               
generated the need for a new system providing better results on U.K. English.  
 
Training data for acoustic models  
data amount type comments 

AMI 85.0h meeting BUT was partner in the AMI project  6

EBOS 19.5h CC Collected and annotated by EBOS within Bison 

Third party 29.2h CC Other data provided to PHX by their customers. 
 
Training data for language model was from AMI, data provided by PHO’s customers and texts               
downloaded from the Internet. Pronunciation dictionary is based on free CMU dictionary 
 

5 http://phonexia.com/docs/bsapi/  
6 http://www.amiproject.org/  
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The set includes 3.6h (62 speakers) from data collected by EBOS. We obtained WER of 34.5% which                 
is lower than results of ~20% usually reported on conversational data, we need however to take into                 
account that the standard NIST scoring script used for the usual Switchboard tasks contains several               
hundreds of equivalence classes (for example “DO NOT” vs. “DON’T”) while our result is obtained               
with a straight WER estimation.  
The plans for UK English include adaptation of large scale US English ASR (trained on more than                 
6000 hours) on UK English, and work on data augmentation (noising, reverberation).  

2.3. French 

French is a priority language for EBOS that is serving French and Belgian Vallon customers. To                
complement the Bison data from EBOS, we have purchased license to the Media database distributed               
by ELRA .  7

 
Training data for acoustic models  
data amount type comments 

Media 25.2h Simulated CC ELRA Media database , The speakers representing 8

customers have 17.2h of speech - everything was 
used. Only 8h was selected from speech the two 
subjects playing the “agents” (total of 35.8h) as we 
needed to avoid dominating the data just by two 
speakers.  

EBOS 21.3h CC Collected and annotated by EBOS within Bison 
 
Training data for language model was collected from Media database, EBOS CC data and texts from                
the Internet. The pronunciation dictionary was based on dictionary shipped with MEDIA data. 
 
The testing was done on 1.2h set from EBOS. We have obtained WER of 38.18%. Further work will                  
address changing grapheme to phoneme (G2P) conversion because of problems with pronunciation            
words within the context another specific words (for example, the current version does not reflect               
pronunciation of ‘z’ in “aux yeux”). Similarly as for the other systems, we will proceed with noising                 
the data and codec retransmission in training the following versions of the recognizer. Also, EBOS               
reported poor results on agents’ channels for the current version of French ASR. This is given by the                  
fact, that the recording was performed on agents’ PCs and the sound never traversed the telephone                
channel, while the ASR saw only telephone data in the training. This issue will be addressed by an                  
engineering patch - transmitting the agent’s data through a telephone codec, and should be eliminated               
in the future, when all the recordings are done from a centralized telephone system.  
 

2.4. German 

German is another priority for the business of EBOS. In an attempt to acquire commercial               
spontaneous speech data, we have contacted the Bavarian Speech Archive (BAS) , but no suitable              9

7 http://elra.info/  
8 http://catalog.elra.info/product_info.php?products_id=1057  
9 https://www.phonetik.uni-muenchen.de/Bas/BasSpeechresourceseng.html  
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data was identified. Therefore, we had to work with the German CallHome released by LDC . This                10

data was recorded (as the title suggests) by German speakers calling home, therefore, the channel is                
different from local calls and the data contains significant portion of noise and other artifacts.               
Unfortunately, it was the only conversational German data around.  
 
Training data for acoustic models  
data amount type comments 

CallHome 13.9h Telephone 
conversations 

Released by LDC, calls of German speakers 
overseas.  

EBOS 21.5h CC Collected and annotated by EBOS within Bison 
 
As training data for language model, Callhome, EBOS and texts from the Internet were used. The                
work on LM data is still ongoing. The pronunciation dictionary was seeded on available data and                
missing words pronunciations were generated automatically using G2P. 
 
The testing was performed on 1.1h (37 speakers) data from EBOS. We have obtained WER of 36%.                 
Our plans for German include:  

● Using Rhinospike.com (public data) - A language learning website where anyone can submit              
a text and native speaker reads it. The drawback is that the data is not balanced (one speaker                  
has many recordings), the transcript is noisy (missing words, sentences, etc.) and it is read               
speech. We have 27.5h of raw speech available. Filtering needs to be done to remove               
segments having wrong transcription of the audio; a few hours of data will probably be lost by                 
this operation. 

● As for other languages, we are planning to perform data augmentation and multiply the data               
amount by 2-3 times by noising and reverberation.  

 

2.5. Czech 

Czech is a language traditionally covered by BUT and PHO, however, training of new version of the                 
Czech ASR is in progress. In 2016, the efforts aimed recognition of short sentences for PHO’s                
commercial customer, further development for CC data will follow.  
 
Training data for acoustic models  
data amount type comments 

SpeeCon 759.4h 
(2463.3h) 

Prompted, 
microphone 

Data collected during EU sponsored SpeeCon 
project, where BUT and Czech Technical University 
in Prague were sub-contractors  11

Third party 641.7h 
(1885.9h) 

Prompted + 
spontaneous, 
microphone 

Similar to SpeeCon, recorded by PHO’s commercial 
customer.  

Ministry of 
Defence 

140.0h 
(417.0h) 

Spontaneous 
telephone 

Data provided by the Czech MoI/MoD during a 
2007-10 project grouping Czech speech processing 

10 https://www.ldc.upenn.edu/  
11 http://www.speechdat.org/speecon/index.html, http://catalog.elra.info/product_info.php?products_id=1095  
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labs.  
 
The data was augmented by noising, reverberation and telephone codec retransmission for all             
data-sets (the numbers in brackets denote the amount of augmented data). The language model was               
trained on multiple sources: transcripts from SpeechCon, Ministry of Defence, ComData, third party             
data and texts from the Internet. The pronunciation dictionary is taken from the MoI/MoD project. 
The system has so far not been tested on COMDATA contact center data set. The results obtained on                  
the set of PHO’s customer (short utterances, voice search) are not relevant for Bison.  
 

2.6. Polish 

Polish is one of languages that were important for COMDATA at the proposal of the project,                
however, dues to a shift in business strategy, COMDATA did not collect sufficient amount of Polish                
data. The ASR developers made use of a third party CC data available at PHO.  
 
Training data for acoustic models  
data amount type comments 

COMDATA 11.7h CC Collected and annotated by COMDATA within 
Bison.  

Third party 20.7h CC Contact centrum offering audio-visual products, two 
speakers mixed in one channel.  

 
Training data for language model were based on COMDATA transcripts, texts from third party and               
texts from the Internet. Pronunciation dictionary was generated from the available data and missing              
words pronunciations were generated automatically using G2P. 
 
Early testing was performed on 1h of data from COMDATA. We have obtained WER of 47.3%,                
which is not very encouraging; the efforts on Polish will continue, making use of multilingual               
strategies to improve these results.  
 

2.7. Italian 

The development of Italian is in its beginning and so far based on CC data only.  
 
Training data for acoustic models  
data amount type comments 

COMDATA 8h  CC Collected and annotated by COMDATA within 
Bison.  

EBOS 20h CC Collected and annotated by EBOS within Bison.  
 
The training data for language model was gathered from ComData and EBOS transcriptions and texts               
downloaded from the Internet. The pronunciation dictionary was taken from PHO’s customer. 
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The test set consisted of 1.8h of COMDATA data and 1.2h of EBOS data. In initial experiments, we                  
have obtained WER of 44.5%, that needs to be improved. We will add noisy and reverberated data,                 
plus additional data from PHO customer of which about 20h are available, current check of the                
transcriptions however show issues in timing and mismatched annotation tags. The usual steps of              
noising and codec retransmission are to be done, too.  

2.8. Spanish 

Spanish is an important language for the partners in the consortium as both TME and EBOS are                 
dealing with their customers in real call center operations in such language. Noteworthy, Telefónica              
Móbiles operates not only in Spain but also in most of the Latin-American countries bringing a plus of                  
complexity due to the broad variety of possible Spanish dialects.  
 
Training data for ASR acoustic models  
data amount type comments 

TME  55h 
(22h) 

CC Collected and annotated by TME within Bison 
project 

Fisher Spanish 
LDC2010S01   12

163h 
(160h)  

Telephone 
Conversational 

Speech was developed by the Linguistic Data 
Consortium (LDC) and consists of audio files of 
telephone speech from 136 native Caribbean Spanish 
and non-Caribbean Spanish speakers. 

CEUDEX and 
SPATIS 

20h Phonetically 
Rich Telephone 
Speech 

Collected by TID in a previous project, it consists of 
CEUDEX,  a corpus of 400 phonetically balanced 
sentences, and SPATIS, a task/oriented set. 

 
Training data for language model is comprised mainly of the 20h of speech from real contact centers                 
calls along with their orthographic transcripts. The corpus was annotated and provided by TME. A               
business lexicon, also provided by TME, has been employed for augmenting the initial vocabulary              
together with products, brands, devices, ... and more business-related words. In addition, the Fisher              
Spanish - Transcripts (LDC2010T04 ) corpus corresponding to the previous acoustic Fisher corpus            13

was used to assess the suitability of using “out of domain” data for estimating the LM and for                  
improving acoustic models with a collection of Spanish accents and varieties.  
 
One of the main differences with the Luxembourgish prototype presented in Section 2.2.2, is the               
pronunciation dictionary. Linguistic knowledge is broadly available for Spanish as free-resource, so            
the lexicon is obtained by means the open source software SAGA , a GNU-GPL licence phonetic               14

transcriptor developed in the Center for Language and Speech Technologies and Applications            
(TALP), a specific interdepartmental research center at the Technical University of Catalunya (UPC).             
SAGA converts words sequences in its machine readable phonetic alphabet SAMPA (Speech            15

Assessment Methods Phonetic Alphabet) of spoken Spanish in Spain. Speaker transformation features            
and discriminative training have been also included in the prototype. 
 

12 https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2010S01 
13 https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2010T04 
14 http://www.talp.upc.edu/index.php/technology/tools/signal-processing-tools/81-saga  
15 https://www.phon.ucl.ac.uk/home/sampa/spanish.htm  
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The test set consist of 1.4h of CC TME data. The results obtained by the TID’s DNN based system                   
trained using both CC and Fisher datasets, achieves 39.4% WER. As seen in Figure 1, latter results                 
suggest the benefits of incorporating more CC data compared to external data sources for both               
acoustic and language modeling. Also it is worth to mention, that techniques like speaker adaptation               
and discriminative LDA training have been incorporated to pre-Bison TID’s systems, main difference             
between a) and b) 22h CC-TEF systems, black line in Figure 1.  
 

Figure 1: Performance of Spanish ASR.  
 
The next steps for improving the prototype include the use of the untranscribed data provided by TME                 
and the data augmentation through noising techniques.  
 

2.9. Use of the systems  

The described systems are already deployed in the smallBison demonstrator (English, French and             
German) while others are in preparation. smallBison currently runs the available models in the              
keyword-spotting (KWS) mode for French, English and German language. The demonstrator also            
provides English and French model for speech transcription (STT). At the same time, the development               
of real-time ASR that will be crucial for on-line features of bigBison, is in progress. The models                 
developed at TID have so far not been integrated to smallBison due to different ASR architectures at                 
TID and PHO, and the discussion has begun on how to run this process, either based on the transfer of                    
data or trained models, similarly as it is done between BUT and PHO. 
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3. Speech data mining research 

This chapter covers the achievements obtained by BISON research teams (BUT and TID) in different               
areas of speech data mining. These results are being continuously reviewed by the industrial partners               
(mainly PHO and MYF) and whenever appropriate, integrated into Bison demonstrators and their             
production systems.  
 

3.1. Multi-lingual feature extraction and acoustic model training 

Quick delivery of an automatic speech recognition (ASR) system for a new language is one of the                 
challenges in the community. Such scenarios call not only for automated construction of systems, that               
have been carefully designed and crafted “by hand” so far, but also for effective use of available                 
resources, as, without any question, the data collection and annotation are the most time- and               
money-consuming procedures. This is valid both for security/intelligence projects such as the U.S.             
sponsored IARPA-Babel project (in which BUT takes part) and for projects targeting rapid delivery              16

of ASR systems to target customers, that can help with the data collection, but are never able to                  
produce data in such quantities and qualities as for example the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) or                
European Language Resources Agency (ELRA). This is the case of the BISON project. Ideally, we               
want a scheme depicted in Figure 2, where the data from languages with abundant resources is used to                  
“seed” a system in the target language. When adapted to the target language, such system will                
perform significantly better than if trained on the target language data alone. 
 

 
Figure 2: Scheme of multi-lingual training of ASR systems.  

  
We in BISON (as well as researchers from many other sites) have dealt with limited resources for                 
building ASR system for some time already and many techniques were devised for seeding the target                
language system on source language(s) data. The main ASR blocks targeted are feature extraction and               
acoustic models. The following paragraphs give a high-level description of these efforts with more              
details available in the referenced papers that are available on-line (with the exception of unpublished               

16 https://www.iarpa.gov/index.php/research-programs/babel  
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papers, available on request). The results are mostly reported on IARPA Babel data, as BISON data is                 
only gradually becoming available.  
 

3.1.1. Multi-lingual training of feature extraction 

We are using the stacked bottle-neck (SBN) feature extraction, depicted in Figure 3 (already presented               
in D4.1, but repeated here for clarity). This investigation was based on our older work: in                
[Vesely2012], we have shown the advantages of re-training the feature extraction NNs by splitting the               
last layer in language-dependent portions and activating only the appropriate portion when training on              
a language. In [Grezl2014], we performed the first extensive testing of feature extraction adaptation              
towards a new language. The best performing scenario was the one in which both NNs from SBN                 
hierarchy undergo the same porting process.. 
 

 
Figure 3: Stacked Bottle-Neck Neural Network feature extraction 

 
In [Grezl2016], we presented a new study of approaches for multi-lingual adaptation of feature              
extraction. Several architectures of NNs (namely the part following the bottle-neck layer) were             
investigated with the conclusion that the BN layer can be immediately followed by the output layer. In                 
addition to improved performance, this also limits the amount of trainable parameters in the network,               
and allows for the use of context-dependent tied states in the NN output layer, making the feature                 
extraction more coherent with the rest of the recognition system.  
 
In [Grezl2016Standard], we have investigated mono-lingual porting in a very typical scenario: for             
pre-training of the system, only one well represented language is available (we used US English               
Fisher data) and the adaptation is done again on a limited amount of target language data. Several                 
porting strategies were investigated, and “adapt-adapt” (adaptation of both NNs in the SBN             
hierarchy, contrary to complete re-training on the target language) was found as the best performing               
and safest option. The results were obviously worse than when adapting on many source languages,               
but still better than when training on the target language only. This paper gives a practical recipe and                  
shows that a single language can be successfully used for multilingual techniques.  
 
In [Karafiat2016], we have first investigated into a DNN-based systems with multi-lingually trained             
SBN features. Figure 4 presents the most important result of this study - word error rates of systems                  
ported to three Babel target languages with increasing amounts of languages the source feature              
extraction NNs were trained on. It is clear that adding language helps, as the feature extractor “learns”                 
to cope with more acoustic and linguistic variability. It was also interesting to see that adding                
non-Babel languages (namely Levantine, US English, Mandarin and Spanish) data to the multi-lingual             
training of the NN had mixed effects, while it helped for two Babel target languages (Javanese and                 
Pashto), it worsened the results for the third one (Amharic). This leads us to the conclusion that the                  
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data for the multi-lingual pre-training should be as similar as possible in its style (conversational               
telephone speech in this case) to the target data.  
 

 
Figure 4: DNN systems based on various multilingual NN features. 

  
The same paper [Karafiat2016] also describes experiments with more recent architectures for ASR: in              
addition to nowadays “classical” DNN architecture, we set-up the Long-Short Term Memory            
Recurrent Neural Network (LSTM) and Bi-directional LSTM (BLSTM) models [Zhang2016]. On all            
target languages, significantly better results were obtained with BLSTM, which is also setting the              
directions for further development of production ASR systems in Bison.  
 

3.1.2. Multi-lingual training of acoustic models 

We have also investigated into multi-lingual adaptation of DNN, LSTM and BLSTM acoustic models,              
using the same tricks that we have used previously in the adaptation of SBN feature extractors:  

1. The output layer was trained in language-dependent fashion, by having it split into several              
language dependent parts [Vesely2012] 

2. For the target language, the final multilingual layer (context-independent phones for all            
languages) was stripped and replaced with target-language specific layer (tied-state triphones)           
with random initialization. 

3. This new layer was trained with standard learning while the rest of the NN was fixed. 
4. Finally, fine-tuning the whole NN to the target took place with lowered learning rate              

preventing to have the NN completely re-trained on the limited data from the target language.  
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Table 1 contains the results for both mono-lingual and multi-lingual systems, showing clear advantage              
of this approach on all target languages. Moreover, such results were obtained with simple filter-bank               
(not SBN) features which means that the overall ASR system was greatly simplified.  
 

  
Table 1: Results of mono-lingual and multi-lingual DNN, LSTM and BLSTM acoustic models on three 

Babel target languages.  
 

3.1.3. Speaker adaptation 

A necessary component in ASR systems is the speaker adaptation performed with speaker adapting              
transforms (such as constrained Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression - CMLLR, or           
Region-Dependent Transform - RDT) in the feature extraction chain. As the parameters of these              
transforms are trained, we have also investigated into the ways of their multi-lingual training. Here               
again, success was obtained with multi-lingually trained RDT [Karafiat2016RDT] and with adding            
CMLLR into the BN feature extraction chain [Karafiat2016].  
 
Recently, an interest has grown in using adaptations based on low-dimensional speaker-characterizing            
vectors (i-vectors) in ASR and both we [Karafiat2011] our colleagues from other labs [Saon2013]              
have shown that the i-vector adaptation is a viable approach for ASR. The problem of these works is                  
the need of a stand-alone speaker recognition system that makes the ASR too complicated. Therefore,               
other techniques have emerged that work in the same DNN-based framework as the ASR itself. In                
[Vesely2016], we have defined Sequence-summarizing neural networks (SSNN), that are able, by a             
simple summation operation, to extract one single vector from each utterance, characterizing the             
speaker - see Figure 5. We have shown that such vectors can be advantageously used with the                 
architecture proposed in the original paper [Vesely2016], but also at different places of the ASR               
system (not in the input but at the output layers of the acoustic modeling DNN), and even with more                   
advanced architectures such as LSTM and BLSTM [Karafiat2016]. The best results were actually             
obtained by using both SSNN vectors (called also “d-vectors”) and i-vectors.  

 
Figure 5: Sequence summarizing neural network (SSNN) for speaker adaptation of ASR. 
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3.2. ASR development on a low-resourced language - Luxembourgish 

Luxembourgish was selected as a pilot language due to the fact that it is an European language with                  
fewer standard resources as those from LDC, as well as for its commercial value for the partner                 
EBOS. Luxembourgish belongs to the family of West Germanic languages and is mainly spoken in               
Luxembourg, where it is the national language and one of three administrative languages, alongside              
French and German. It is more spoken than written, which makes it difficult to have coherent                
grammar and spelling and also has a substantial number of loan words from French and German.                
Luxembourgish has various distinct regional dialects along with the central Luxembourgish variety,            
which is seen as the emergent standard language [Gilles2003]. 
 

3.2.1. Public data resources 

For the development of the LUX prototype, the following resources were selected among a variety of                
publicly available data, license, terms of using and copyright beside of the recording quality and               
matching conditions:  

● Recordings of La Chambre des Députés du Grand Duché du Luxembourg (Calendrier des              
séances publiques): It consists of parliamentary speeches involving interventions from          
different Luxembourgish politicians. The parliamentary speeches were transcribed and are          
publically available at the Chamber of Deputies website, however the transcriptions are not             
aligned with the audio. Parliamentary data was downloaded in two batches. The first batch              
consists of 235 files of 10 minutes of duration, making a total of 42 hours. The second batch                  
contains 1905 files with a total duration of 252 hours. The audio is high quality MP3 at 192                  
kbps, sampling frequency 44.1 kHz, stereo. 

● EBOS Call Center data: Data collected and annotated by EBOS in Luxembourgish. Only a              
fraction of 50 files of around 1,5 hours of speech duration have been used in the prototype as                  
the testing database. The audio is VoIP telephone quality at 16 bits per sample recorded in                
stereo.  

● Wikipedia in Luxembourgish: A dump of the wikipedia has been downloaded, from which a              
total of 18k sentences have been extracted. The wikipedia corpus is used to initialize the               
language model. 

● OpenOffice dictionary: The luxembourgish spelling dictionary for OpenOffice is expanded          
using the hunspell library to get 200k words.  

● French dictionary: Downloaded from cmusphinx web page. It contains a total of 64k words. 
● ESPEAK TTS: Use ESPEAK TTS with German pronunciation to prepare the initial            

pronunciation dictionary.  
Table 2 summarizes these resources.  
 
 
Training data Link Amount License 

La Chambre des Députés 
Calendrier des séances 
publiques 

http://www.chd.lu 294 hours high 
quality 
1st batch - 42h 
2nd batch - 252h 

Reproduction for non 
commercial purposes 
from Notice Legale  

Wikipedia https://lb.wikipedia.org 18,000 sentences EUPL V.1.1. 
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OpenOffice dictionary 
spellchecker dictionary  

http://extensions.service
s.openoffice.org/en/proj
ect/lb-dict 

200,000 words Apache License v2 

French dictionary https://sourceforge.net/p
rojects/cmusphinx/files/
Acoustic%20and%20La
nguage%20Models/Fren
ch/ 

64,000 words BSD-style 

ESPEAK TextToSpeech  http://espeak.sourceforg
e.net/license.html 

Model 
pronunciation 

GNU General Public 
License v3 

Testing data    

EBOS CC data 
(Testing data) 

Recorded and manually 
annotated 

1,5 hours of CC 
domain data 
orthographically 
annotated  

Collected and 
annotated by EBOS 
within the BISON 
project  

Table 2: Summary of public available resources, download link, amount and kind of data and               
copyright information, employed for the Luxembourgish speech recognition development 
 

3.2.2. Speech recognition development on Luxembourgish 

The prototype is being developed jointly between researchers from TID and BUT in BUT data center.                
The experimental framework is based on the Kaldi toolkit [Povey2012]. It consists on a single pass                
DNN system trained on top of filter-bank features and with GMM pre-training. The feed-forward              
DNN has 4 hidden layers (with 1024 neurons in each), not counting the output softmax layer. The                 
acoustic GMM system is a variation based on a mixing of the Switchboard recipe s5c and the recipe                  
from [Samson2014,Samson2015], the latter specifically designed for under-resourced languages (Iban          
language). Both recipes can be found in the official Kaldi software repository and in the tutorial given                 
during SLTU’16 Workshop on Spoken Language Technologies for Under-Resourced Languages ,          17

see Section 2.2.3. The current ASR has the following main characteristics:  
● The Language Model (LM) is trained on word transcriptions from training corpus using             

3-grams and Kneser-Ney smoothing by means of the MIT Language Modeling tool [Bo2008]. 
● Speech parameterization is based on 12 filter-bank augmented with deltas and double-deltas,            

and with prosodic information as pitch. Mean and variance normalization is also applied per              
utterance.   

● Uses of GMM pre-training based on maximum likelihood (ML) and hidden Markov models             
(HMM) modeling frames into triphones tied-states. A total of 1987 cross-word triphone tied             
states and 10 Gaussians per state is used. 

 
The DNN acoustic system is based in a single pass DNN system on top of filter-bank features                 
[Vesely2013]. It is pre-trained using previous GMM-HMM system. The DNN topology comprises 4             
hidden layers where each layer has 1024 neurons activated by sigmoid functions. Features are spliced               
using context of +/- 10 frames, and are both shifted and rescaled in order to have zero mean and unit                    

17 http://mica.edu.vn/sltu2016/index.php?pid=23, http://kaldi-asr.org/sltu.html,  
http://kaldi-asr.org/sltu-data/2016-05-SLTU-Workshop.pdf 
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variance on the DNN input. Network is trained using Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) aiming to               
minimize cross-entropy per frame basis between labels and network outputs.  
 
Due to the nature of the parliamentary data, it is very common to find some part of speeches in French                    
and, in a lesser degree, in German. This is also typical in online media like 100.7 and RTL.lu websites,                   
where some articles are written in French and German very often. At the current state of the prototype,                  
we want to focus only in the sentences that contain entirely Luxembourgish words. We designed a                
simple strategy for picking up sentences in Luxembourgish and discovering new words not present in               
the dictionary at the same time. We start with the 10k most common words of the Luxembourgish                 
Wikipedia, matched against the OpenOffice expanded words, which amounts to a total of 7k words               
that will be used as our initial dictionary. Then we run iteratively the following two steps: 

I. Select sentences from wikipedia with more than 80% of its words present in our dictionary 
II. Add the remaining 20% words to the dictionary, filtering out French words 

 
With this simple strategy, we create a vocabulary of 8,168 words. The final training corpus contains a                 
total of 11,775 sentences. All those words that does not appear in the dictionary but appear in the                  
training corpus are labelled as <UNK> aiming not to corrupt the language model. For numbers written                
in digits, we could either tag them as <UNK> or expand them as words. We decided to do the latter                    
expanding the numbers to strings based on a custom lookup table. For numbers ending with a point,                 
like dates, we convert them to ordinal numbers. 
 
The seed Luxembourgish acoustic model and pronunciation dictionary was initialized using the            
Espeak text-to-speech engine with German acoustic model, which is able to generate phonetic             
transcriptions with IPA symbols. German was chosen as the seed initialization of the acoustic model               
based on the results published in [AddaDecker2011a] and [AddaDecker2011b]. In those works, the             
results of alignment for Luxembourgish language were compared using acoustic models in German,             
English and French, showing an increased performance for the German models over the English and               
French ones.  
 
In the first iteration of the Luxembourgish prototype, we used the Luxembourgish Wikipedia and the               
first batch of the Parliamentary data, which was splitted 90% for training and 10% for testing. EBOS                 
CC data was used 100% for testing. 
 
Preliminary results on held-out parliamentary test data, that is, matching conditions, are very             
impressive reaching a 34.02% in WER. However, these good results do not generalize well for the                
EBOS CC data,  where we obtained a 83.72% WER.  
 
We have spotted four main causes for the huge divergence in the results. The most obvious cause is                  
that the parliamentary and CC data correspond to different domains which mostly affects both the               
language model and the acoustics. It is obvious that training data does not contain telephone               
conversations either the topic domain and word usage is not the same.  
 
Other likely cause is that the performance in CC test data may be affected by the regional variations of                   
the language. The parliamentary data contains mostly the central Luxembourgish variety, while CC             
data contains all regional dialects. Finally, it is worth to notice that the parliamentary data likely                
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contains the same speakers in training and in testing, which increases the apparent performance of the                
ASR in matched conditions.  
 
Among several approaches for improving the current prototype, we first need to carefully design the               
training and testing sets in order to exclude same speakers from same data sets. For doing so, we plan                   
to use our initial prototype to perform forced alignment at word level on all parliamentary data. It will                  
allow us to make use of the timestamps provided in the parliamentary transcripts which stands for                
speaker interventions. We also aim to compare previous system with the forced-alignment provided             
by a well trained model from other training languages, as the one provided by the BUT ASR English                  
system. By doing the previous, we could separate speeches of different speakers and, more              
importantly, create speaker independent models by incorporating speaker discriminative and          
adaptation techniques. We expect it will reduce the bias between training and testing conditions. 
 
Data augmentation techniques are also planned to be used in order to increase the training amount,                
applying telephone channel filters and adding environmental noises. Regarding the pronunciation           
dictionary, we plan to use statistical grapheme to phoneme (G2P) techniques and also explore the use                
of English and Hungarian phoneme transcriptions. Finally, we plan to improve the dictionary and              
language model using news and radio websites and adapting them to the CC domain. 
 

3.2.3. Spoken Language Technologies for Under-resourced Languages (SLTU'16) 

The SLTU international workshop covers areas related to processing any under-resourced and            
endangered languages, among others: fast resources acquisition, zero resource speech technologies as            
unsupervised discovery of linguistic units, cross-lingual and multilingual acoustic and lexical           
modeling or speech recognition and synthesis for under-resourced languages and dialects. 
 
SLTU’16 continued the tradition of previous workshops and featured a number of distinguished             
keynote speaker, and this year SLTU also offered an Interactive Tutorial on ASR-Kaldi on              
Under-Resourced Language . It was organized and imparted by Johns Hopkins University Professor            18

Sanjeev Khudanpur. Participants were provided with a basic language pack for Iban (a Malayic              
language). Kaldi recipes on applying LDA+MLLR features, speaker compensation and feature model            
space techniques as SAT+FMLLR or subspace GMM were also highlighted and deep learning             
techniques as time delay neural networks (TDNN) were also revisited. Most of the previous              
techniques has been incorporated and tested on TID systems along previous months. 
 
We also have been exploring techniques for making profit of untranscribed CC data. The proposed               
methodologies make use of unlabeled data by means of semi-supervised learning techniques            
[Egorova2016]. It attempts to augment initial ASR system by supplementing it with transcriptions             
generated automatically from unseen data in training, and exploring the benefits of adding             
system-generated sentence hypotheses to the language model by different criteria for picking valuable,             
well-transcribed sentences. These criteria range from confidence measures at word and sentence level             
to sentence, duration metrics and grammatical structure frequencies. Experimental results show           

18 http://mica.edu.vn/sltu2016/index.php?pid=23, http://kaldi-asr.org/sltu.html,  
http://kaldi-asr.org/sltu-data/2016-05-SLTU-Workshop.pdf 
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improvements gained by the use of an augmented language model although these improvements are              
still lesser than  those obtained from a system with only acoustic model augmentation.  
 

3.3. Zero-resource and zero-cost tasks 

3.3.1. Frederick Jelinek Memorial 2016 Summer Workshop held at Johns Hopkins          
University  

 
Figure 6: Plan for building speech recognition system from untranscribed data 

 
Lukas Burget from BUT organized a work-group at the 2016 Third Frederick Jelinek Memorial              
Summer Workshop held at Johns Hopkins University in summer 2016 . The workshop addressed two              19

important issues os nowadays ASR development:  
1. The need of manually annotated speech data and  
2. The need of phonetic system and pronunciation lexicon mapping words into phone sequences.             

Such system and pronunciation lexicon are typically manually designed by an experts familiar             
with the language of interest. 

It is commonly known that in rapidly developing ASR systems for new low-resource languages, such               
expert-level linguistic input and manual speech transcription are too expensive, too time consuming,             
or simply impossible to obtain. Therefore, the workshop group planned to use know-how gathered              
from well represented language, but expected only to have unrelated text and (non-transcribed) audio              
in the target language, see Figure 6. 
 
During the training, the proposed models must be able to reveal and match the patterns seen in text                  
data (i.e. the regularities seen in the word sequences) with similar patterns observed in speech signal.                
To accomplish this task reliably, we propose to leverage data from other high-resource languages, for               
which transcribed data and expert knowledge are available. For example, to discover patterns of              
phone-like units in speech, it is important to discriminate between the phonetic variability in the               
speech signal and the variability attributed to other causes (speaker, channel, noise, etc.). To a large                

19 www.clsp.jhu.edu/workshops/16-workshop/building-speech-recognition-system-from-untranscribed-data/  
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extent, this knowledge can be learned from the transcribed speech of the high-resource languages and               
used for building the target ASR system.  
 
Unlike currently dominating DNN approaches to ASR, this research mainly focused on Bayesian             
generative models, which are more suitable for the unsupervised discovery of latent patterns in              
untranscribed data. As illustrated in Figure 7, the envisioned generative model consists of the same               
components as the traditional model for ASR. A sequence of words is assumed to be generated from a                  
“known” statistical language model, which can be estimated from the available text data. The word (or                
corresponding letter) sequence is converted into a sequence of acoustic (phone-like) units using the              
lexicon model. Finally, the corresponding sequence of observed speech features is assumed to be              
generated from the acoustic model. However, unlike in the case of the traditional ASR system with a                 
handcrafted lexicon and supervised acoustic model training, a proper Bayesian non-parametric model            
will be used to represent the lexicon and acoustic model in order to jointly solve the following                 
problems arising during the unsupervised training:  

1. dividing speech into phone-like segments,  
2. clustering the segments to obtain a repository of acoustic phone-like units,  
3. learning the corresponding acoustic model (i.e. acoustic unit feature distributions),  
4. learning the lexicon as a statistical model for translating letter sequence into a sequence of the                

discovered (possibly context-dependent) acoustic units, and  
5. discovering sequences of acoustic units and words that are in agreement with the language              

model. 

 
Figure 7: Proposed sequence of generative models.  

 
As it is usual for the JHU workshops, the research therein did not lead to the definition of a complete                    
system, but made people from different disciplines work together and sparkled many ideas that have               
the potential to converge to the ultimate goal of building ASR from untranscribed data in the coming                 
years. Several papers have been submitted to the forthcoming ICASSP 2017 conference, among which              
we consider the following the most important: 

● [Ondel2017] follows on our recent work [Ondel2016] on Acoustic Unit Discovery (AUD)            
that led to the development of an non-parametric Bayesian phone-loop model where the prior              
over the probability of the phone-like units is assumed to be sampled from a Dirichlet Process                
(DP). Here, the model is improved by incorporating a Hierarchical Pitman-Yor based bigram             
Language Model.  

● [Yang2017] proposes a variant on Ondel’s work - collapsed variational inference for finite             
Gaussian Models.  

● [Kesiraju2017] investigates into assessing the quality of acoustic unit discovery on the task of              
topic identification of spoken documents. This is highly relevant not only to Bison but also for                
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example for the ongoing DARPA Lorelei program , where the type of incidents need to be               20

detected without a-priori knowledge of the target language.  
● [Glarner2017] combines the acoustic and lexical unit discovery towards unsupervised          

LVCSR. Sitting at the “core” of the proposed system, Glarner suggests a feedback from the               
word discovery to the acoustic model discovery unit to improve the latter by exploiting the               
language model information learned in the former.  

● [Hannemann2017] works on fully Bayesian grapheme to phoneme (G2P) conversion by           
joint-sequence models, improving over the traditional scheme defined by [Bisani2008] and           
implemented in the popular Sequitur tool . The proposed scheme is fully transducer-based            21

and combines well with other blocks necessary for the whole scheme.  
● Finally, [Shinozaki2017] proposed initial steps in unsupervised learning of pronunciation          

dictionary from unaligned phone and word data.  
 

3.3.2. Zero-Cost Speech Recognition task 2016 

The main goal of the Zero-Cost Speech Recognition task (part of MultiMedia Evaluations 2016) is to                
bring researchers together on the topic of training ASR systems using only publicly available data.               
There are more than thousand spoken languages. Any research lab or “speech company” that wants to                
develop technology in a new language usually needs to buy a speech database (audio + carefully hand                 
made transcripts) to get started. The cost of such databases range from 5k to 20k EURs (provided by                  
LDC / ELRA / Appen etc.). Alternatively, if they have enough budget, they can collect their own data                  
and cover some specific topics, acoustic environments etc. This brings a huge gap between “top” labs                
and companies such as Google having enough budget to afford such expenditures with “the other”               
small players, endowed to freely available data, tools or even systems. 
 
The task was organized by Igor Szöke (Brno University of Technology) and Xavier Anguera              
(originally TID, now ElsaNow corp.). The deadline for system output submissions was on 12th of               
September and evaluation workshop was held in Amsterdam on October 19-20th 2016. The target              
language selected for this year is Vietnamese. One of the reasons why we choose Vietnamese is that it                  
was one of the languages of OpenKWS/BABEL in 2013 [Fiscus2013] and there are many papers               22

reporting results in ASR [Vu2005, Nguyen2008, Nguyen2013, Stavros2014, Chen2014, Xiong2014,          
Vu2009]. BUT as the task co-organizer provided “upper-bound” results using their BABEL system             
[Karafiat2013] and “calibrated” results of Zero-Cost participants to the larger world wide speech             
community. 
 
We provided to participants several sets of publicly available data combined with one proprietary set               
gathered for this evaluation. Participants were free to find and use other publicly available resources               
(free for research purposes). These resources had to be shared with other participants till end of July                 
2016. The data-set for the evaluation was then fixed and no outside data could be used. 
 
In particular, the task consists of the development of either an LVCSR or a subword speech recognizer                 
(a tokenizer) on a given target language. The main goal of this task is to challenge participating teams                  
to come up and experiment with bootstrapping techniques, which allow to train initial ASR system for                

20 http://www.darpa.mil/program/low-resource-languages-for-emergent-incidents  
21 https://www-i6.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/web/Software/g2p.html  
22 https://www.nist.gov/multimodal-information-group/openkws13-evaluation/  
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“free”. We are interested in the exploration of techniques to allow researchers to train ASR systems on                 
public multimedia resources (texts, audios, videos, dictionaries etc.), without the need to buy             
expensive (ideally any) data-sets. Participants may take inspiration in approaches used in            
under-resourced languages [Besacier2014,Thiago2015]. There were also other initiatives close to the           
topic of this tasks: Zero Resource Speech Challenge in 2015 and The Third Frederick Jelinek               23

Memorial Summer Workshop 2016 described in the previous section.  
 
We provided about 12 hours of Vietnamese audio with noisy textual transcription from 4 free sources.                
The data was split into training, development and test sets (see table 3). We set up an on-line scoring                   
system, where participants could score their outputs . Please see task description paper [Szoke2016]             24

for more details. 
 
There were 3 participants passing the evaluation at the end (out of 6 registered): 

● BUT built a system based on BLSTMs and KALDI [Skacel2016]. 
● NNI built a fusion of 3 systems based on DNNs and data augmentation [Wang2016] 
● ININ built a fusion of several systems based on SGMMs, RNNs and data augmentation              

[Godambe2016].  
See Figure 8 for detailed results. 
 

 
Table 3: Distribution of data sources across data sets. 

 
BUT team won ASR-subtask this year. However the results of other teams were also encouraging. All                
participants used state-of-the-art techniques based on DNNs and data augmentation. All teams beat             
the BABEL baseline [Karafiat2013] on overall Test set. The BABEL baseline is better just on               
YouTube data. The reason is better robustness caused by more data used in training and also data                 
more similar to the YouTube channel (distant microphone and reverberated speech).  
 

23 http://www.lscp.net/persons/dupoux/bootphon/zerospeech2014/website/  
24 www.zero-cost.org  
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Figure 8: Screenshot of on-line leader-board with results of all participants. 

 

3.4. Speaker recognition 

The activities in this field turned mainly around two evaluations: Speakers in the Wild (SITW) and                
NIST Speaker recognition evaluation (NIST SRE 2016).  

3.4.1. Speakers in the Wild 

The SITW challenge was organized by SRI in Menlo Park, CA, USA between 2015 and 2016                25

[McLaren2016SITW]. It was intended to support research toward the real-world application of            
automatic speaker recognition technology across speech acquired in unconstrained conditions. SITW           
was designed to offer both the traditional style trials (i.e. voice comparisons) involving single-speaker              
enrollment and test audio, as well as multi-speaker enrollment and test audio. The SITW speech data                
[McLaren2016Data] was collected from open-source media channels in which several hundred           
well-known public figures, or persons of interest (POI), were present and speaking. All noise,              
reverberation, vocal effort, and other acoustic artifacts in the SITW data were due to the audio                
recording conditions and location with no artificially created artifacts. Speaking conditions include            
monologues, interviews, and more conversational dialogues with dominant backchannel and speaker           
overlap. 
 
BUT system description and detailed analysis can be found in [Novotny2016]. Our state-of-the-art             
systems used in this work made use of both cepstral and DNN-based bottleneck features and are based                 
on i-vectors followed by Probabilistic Linear Discriminant Analysis (PLDA) classifier and logistic            
regression calibration/fusion. We developed both narrow-band (8 kHz) and wide-band (16 kHz)            
systems together with their fusions.  
 
An important part of this work (unlike preceding speaker recognition evaluations) was development             
and testing of robust diarization for dealing with audio segments containing multiple speakers, as in               
part of the newly introduced enrollment and test protocols, diarization is a necessary system              
component. Our diarization was based on the Variational Bayes method , for SITW, we performed a               26

25 http://www.speech.sri.com/projects/sitw/  
26 Publicly available from http://speech.fit.vutbr.cz/software/vb-diarization-eigenvoice-and-hmm-priors  
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generalization in our implementation by using an HMM instead of the simple mixture model when               
modeling generation of segments (or even frames) from speakers. The rest of the diarization was very                
standard: feature extraction was done with 19 MFCC+Energy coefficients, the UBM had 1024             
Gaussian components, we used factor loading matrix with 400 eigen-voices and the system was              
trained on BEST PRISM data [Ferrer2011] set.  
 
The performance of our final (fused) system reached the Equal Error Rate (EER) of 5.85% in the                 
core-core Condition and the BUT system scored the best among all competitors , see the leader-board               27

in Figure 9.  
 

 
Figure 9: Leader-board of SITW systems submitted to the challenge.  

 

3.4.2. NIST SRE 2016 evaluations  

The 2016 NIST speaker recognition evaluation (SRE16) is the next in an ongoing series of speaker                28

recognition evaluations conducted by NIST since 1996. The last public SRE took place in 2012 (in the                 
meantime, NIST concentrated on project-oriented evaluations, mainly within the DARPA RATS           
program), therefore there is a significant interest in the international speaker recognition community. 
 
The data collected by the LDC as part of the Call My Net Speech Collection to support speaker                  
recognition research is used to compile the SRE16 test set, development set, and part of the training                 
set. The data are composed of telephone conversations collected outside North America, spoken in              
Tagalog and Cantonese (referred to as the major language) and Cebuano and Mandarin (referred to as                
the minor languages). The development set contains data from both the major and minor languages,               
while the test set will be contain data from the two major languages. Recruited speakers made                

27 Unlike NIST evaluations, all participants and results were made public on the evaluation web-page.  
28 https://www.nist.gov/sites/default/files/documents/2016/10/07/sre16_eval_plan_v1.3.pdf  
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multiple calls to people in their social network (e.g., family, friends) with different telephone              
instruments (e.g., cell phone, landline) in a variety of settings (e.g., noisy cafe, quiet office). This data                 
is very different from the allowed training data (for the “fixed” condition) which consists mainly of                
U.S. English corpora. This is presenting a significant challenge to the participants.  
 
BUT has participated in this evaluation in the usual “BUT - Agnitio - CRIM ” consortium. The                29 30

system description paper [Brummer2016ABC] gives full details of 8 systems developed at BUT, 3 at               
Agnitio ones and 8 systems at CRIM. The systems generally follow the classical “i-vector” paradigm               
described in D4.1, with the following notable differences:  

● After widespread use in ASR, DNNs are also gaining ground in speaker recognition. The              
phonetically trained bottleneck features can be used either for alignment of the data with the               
GMM model (thus contributing to better partitioning of the acoustic space before i-vector             
extraction), as actual features that are scored, or as both - see [Matejka2016] for full               
comparison. CRIM is also using DNNs for direct speaker modeling.  

● Before the final scoring, the i-vectors are often pre-processed by dimensionality reduction            
techniques, such as Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) or Nearest Neighbor Discriminant           
Analysis (NDA). 

● We used two types of domain adaptation, both in i-vector space 
○ Within-class Covariance Correction in LDA domain (using development data)         

[Glembek2014Adapt]. 
○ Nuisance attribute projection (classes are languages from training and development          

data) 
● Alternative features are used in addition to classical MFCC or PLP features: Linear Frequency              

Cepstral Coefficients (LFCC), Linear Predictive Cepstral Coefficients (LPCC) or more          
elaborate Perseus features [Glembek2016].  

● Our single best system employes discriminative training of PLDA [Plchot2014].  
● Finally, the calibration and fusion are of extreme importance in case of heterogeneous training              

and evaluation sets. Finally, we used Linear-Gaussian generative fusion, followed by           
non-linear post-calibration [Brummer2014].  

 
Although the official evaluation results should be out by the submission of this deliverable (25th               
October according to the NIST web-page), we are still waiting for them.  
 
At TID, in addition to previous speaker recognition evaluations, work reported by TID has focused on                
mixed approaches for speaker diarization: Exploring the using of short-and long-term speech features,             
on the using of hybrid HMM/i-vector speaker diarization systems [Woubie2016a] and their improving             
using i-vectors and PLDA scoring for the clustering of speakers [Woubie2016b]. 
 

3.5. Language recognition - NIST LRE 2015 evaluations  

NIST LRE 2015 was (after several years of gap caused again by the DARPA RATS project) a public                  
evaluation of automatic language recognition technology . Unlike the previous evaluations where any            31

29 http://www.agnitio-corp.com/  
30 http://crim.ca/en/  
31 https://www.nist.gov/sites/default/files/documents/2016/10/06/lre15_evalplan_v23.pdf  
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public data could be used for system training, LRE15 limited and specified training data to develop                
the models for each of the target languages for the core condition (unrestricted training data was                
allowed only for the secondary condition). Also, the data was divided into 6 language clusters:  

1. Arabic: Egyptian, Iraqi, Levantine, Maghrebi, Modern Standard 
2. Chinese: Cantonese, Mandarin, Min, Wu 
3. English: British, General American, Indian 
4. French: West African, Haitian Creole 
5. Slavic: Polish, Russian 
6. Iberian: Caribbean Spanish, European Spanish, Latin American Spanish, Brazilian         

Portuguese 
and the evaluation focused on distinguishing languages within each cluster, the cluster to which the               
language of each test segment belongs was not disclosed to systems. Similarly as for NIST SRE, we                 
have formed a consortium with strong players in the domain (and our established partners): “BAT”               
stands for BUT, Agnitio and Politecnico di Torino .  32

 
The full description of BAT system can be found in [Plchot2016]. For the primary condition, we had                 
to split the available data into training (248 hours of speech) and test (146 hours). This split was                  
coordinated with colleagues from Massachusetts Institute of Technology Lincoln Lab (MIT LL) to             33

have the possibility to experiment with cross-site combinations. The data for the open condition              
included 1398 hours for training and 200 for development and included, among others, the Babel data.                
As our feature extraction systems are also trained (bottle-neck features), we had to retrain them to                
cope with the strict rules of the primary condition. The language recognition systems followed our               
standard architecture, as described in D4.1, with the following new features and techniques:  

● SBN features generated from ASR (section 2.1) were used as the primary feature extraction.  
● We have used Multilingual RDT features, derived from region-dependent transforms in ASR            

(trained in multi-lingual fashion) [Karafiat2016RDT].  
● We made use of automatic unit discovery (AUD) obtained with Bayesian inference            

[Ondel2016] that also served the 2016 JHU workshop, see section 2.3.1.  
● Sequence summarizing NNs (SSNN), introduced in ASR [Vesely2016] were used to           

characterize the language of speech segment [Pesan2016] 
● For the scoring, cluster-dependent i-vectors were used, where the i-vector extraction           

parameters were made dependent on the language cluster.  
● In addition to standard classifiers (Gaussian linear classifier, NN), newly developed           

Multiclass Multivariate Fully Bayesian Gaussian Classifier (MMFBG) was tested.  
Although obstacles encountered (problems with the French cluster, commonly called “French           
disaster”), the BAT system provided excellent results and scored as one of the leading systems among                
56 participants .  34

3.6. Voice Activity Detection  

VAD is often found as an upstream processing step intended to prevent unwanted data from entering                
later stages. On one hand, by reducing the amount of data to be processed, it results in computational                  
cost savings. Secondly, by ensuring that only speech is forwarded to later processing stages, it               

32 http://www.dauin.polito.it/  
33 http://www.ll.mit.edu/mission/cybersec/HLT/HLT.html  
34 NIST evaluations do not allow participants to disclose neither their exact ranking, nor the identities of other                  
participants.  
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increases the purity of the data they handle. Noisy data can not only impact decision-making directly,                
but also lead to building less discriminant models in tasks such as speech recognition or speaker                
diarization.  
 
Over the last decade, Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and particularly Recurrent Neural Networks             
(RNN) has shown great potential to learn and model complex patterns in sequential data. We therefore                
believe that RNN are well-suited for the task of speech activity detection, as they can exploit temporal                 
context and correlations that other data-driven approaches cannot. We have studied novel approaches             
to speech activity detection system for call center audio using deep neural networks and long               
short-term memory (LSTM) recurrent neural nets. We have focused specifically on the development             
of network topologies capable of exploiting temporal context. The VAD systems have been trained              
using TME annotations from Spanish CC ASR data and common 12 MFCC at 10ms rate. Results are                 
reported on the testing TME CC data, a total amount of 1.4h, see Section 3.8. 
 
Both standard feedforward networks and LSTM recurrent networks can achieve accuracies between            
80% and 90%. Their equal error rates are between 5% and 8% using context of 20 frames. We have                   
also been able to quantify the importance of temporal context in training performance, a fivefold               
increase in context boosting accuracy by up to 8 points. Due to their flexible handling of sequential                 
data, LSTM networks are more suitable than feedforward networks for the VAD task. However, their               
increased complexity results in processing at roughly 20% realtime speed, which might be a              
prohibitive overhead for systems requiring strict real time performance. 

Figure 10: Dense Layer (left) and LSTM (right) networks. Detection-Error Tradeoff curves for 1.5h of 
CC Spanish data.  
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4. Conclusions and outlook 

Significant efforts have been done on planned Bison languages and the “speech” partners in the               
consortium (PHO, TID and BUT) worked hard to produce the best possible systems based on CC data                 
from Bison, other commercially available data, and they were also able to use the data from their past                  
and running projects as well as non-Bison partners. While integration has been already done, and a                
part of developed ASR systems runs in the smallBison demonstrator, the work on improving the               
systems is never ending, and it will, in the next period, involve also more textual and dictionary                 
resources provided by the CC partners.  
 
At the same time, we have progressed in the more “basic” research and many results (mainly in                 
multi-lingual training and adaptation of systems) have been generated on other data, mainly on              
IARPA Babel sets, due to BUT’s advantageous positions of being a partner in Babel and having                
access to the data.  
 
In the next period, we will work on porting as much of this work as possible to Bison scenarios, where                    
the use of multi-lingual training and use of non-transcribed data are both very relevant. At the same                 
time, we will observe the efforts in R&D of techniques that make even less use of annotated resources                  
as we are planning in Bison - although still in early stages, the Zero Cost challenge and JHU                  
workshop group have shown possible ways to circumvent the long, costly and boring process of               
corpora annotation. Still however, we see a huge potential (in Bison and beyond) in involving CC                
partners in the process, as nothing is better than the target data.  
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Appendix - structure of BS-CORE based ASR 
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